Welcome to the DoubleCheck Community

The DoubleCheck Community belongs to everyone that is a part of DoubleCheck. This will be your “Place-to-Go” to find out what’s happening at DoubleCheck and at some of our wonderful Clients.

Success Stories
We LOVE to hear about successes that you are having by changing your conversation or practicing your listening skills. Success stories always mean improved customer experiences and knowledge. We want stories AND pictures to recognize people for doing the right thing...Right!

Incentives
Everyone likes to receive a little extra cash or a prize. Do you have what it takes to win? Incentive programs will be outlined in this section in the DC Community. Stay tuned for more info.

Statistics
You will be amazed when your Financial Institution starts seeing some of the statistics that are built from the DC number crunching machine. You can also see your specific data and statistics on your DC Dashboard.

Winners!
Oh Yes! There will be winners every month that will be recognized. You can win cash and prizes for all sorts of things like, top incentive performer, random acts of great customer service, success stories and more.